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‘I saw a
sweeping rush
of foam surging
up the beach,
so I just turned
and ran.’
14
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A

s any parent knows, babies can very
quickly go from perfectly gorgeous
to a disaster zone, and Melbourne’s
Bec Gordon is one of the photographers
celebrating the process in style.
The concept is simple enough. You have a
spotlessly clean, pristinely dressed baby whose
first birthday is about to be celebrated; you have
your camera at the ready; and you sit the baby
next to a soft, creamy cake.
It’s called cake smash photography. No-one
knows when the first professional baby/family
photographer offered it as an option, but it
seems to have been somewhere in the United
States 15-20 years ago, just in time for the
social media boom which enabled its viral rise
to popularity.
Conjecture has it that the cake smash was
inspired by La Mordida, a Mexican tradition
whereby young children are presented with a
creamy cake on their birthday, everyone chants
‘Mordida! Mordida! Mordida!’ (‘Bite! Bite! Bite!’)
and a parent, standing behind the unsuspecting
child, pushes their face down into the cake.
Everyone cheers and lots of pictures are taken
in the interests of immediate celebration and
future embarrassment.
It’s not hard to take basic cake smash
snapshots, but doing substantially better
is trickier than you might think. Babies are
unpredictable, and photographers usually
get only one hurried series of shots at it.
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Consistently producing the sort of charmingly
beautiful and humorous cake smash portraits
that parents and grandparents want framed and
hung on the wall takes an experienced specialist.
When we went looking for such a specialist
online, we came across a list of ‘The Top 10
Cake Smash Photographers in Melbourne’ –
where Bec Gordon, at No. 1, clearly fit the bill.
Eight years ago, Gordon was a primary school
teacher, pregnant with the first of her three
children, when she did a home-study diploma
course at the Australian Photography Institute.
‘When my second child was born the following
year,’ says Gordon, ‘my husband and brother
said, “Well, you’ve done the course, so…” I was
initially inspired to do it by the guy who took our
wedding photos, and I thought about becoming
a wedding photographer. But I realised that was
never going to be my thing. I was a kid person.’
Victorian public school teachers can take
up to seven years’ unpaid leave from the
profession, which made it easier for Gordon to
give photography a try. For about a year, she
borrowed the kids of friends and friends of
friends to practice with.
‘The hardest hurdle to overcome at first
was confidence,’ she says. ‘I looked at what
I did and thought it was pretty bad. It took
confidence to borrow people for model shoots.
Then it took confidence to go from doing it for
free to building a portfolio, to being happy with
the portfolio and starting to charge a fee.
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A yellow-tailed black-cockatoo feeding on the seeds of a Banksia bush. Flocks of these birds are often seen flying over the beaches and
camping areas.
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Wonga pigeons, although quite large, blend into
the forest understorey with their pastel blue-grey
back feathers and black dotted chests, but they
can be identified by their repetitive, deep ‘whoop,
whoop’ call that carries through the forest.
Aboriginal people have a long connection
with the Country and for school students there
are a number of cultural walks run by the
National Parks education offices that comply
with the NSW Department of Education
Curriculum. There’s also a short, scenic walk
south of Durras Lake to Wasp Head, which
passes through historic Aboriginal sites of the
area, including several ancient shell middens.
The area is renowned for its majestic spotted
gums and one of the best places to see them
is the Burrawang walking track, across Depot
Beach Headland, which winds through the
largest preserved stand of spotted gums in
coastal NSW. The understorey of burrawangs
(Macrozamia sp.) makes this a particularly
attractive walk for photographers.
Rock platforms, particularly those near Pretty
Beach and Depot Beach provide wonderful
ocean views of beaches and off-shore islands
– but should be avoided at high tides and in
rough weather. The best times for photography

are the ‘golden’ hours around sunrise and
sunset when the light is softer and shadows
are gentler and nicely defined.

What gear to take
Weather resistant cameras and lenses are
recommended since both salt spray and fine
sand can do a lot of damage if they get inside
your camera or lens. It’s almost impossible to
see the potential danger since both involve
extremely fine particles that are carried on the
wind. Weather-resistant gear will also provide
security if you plan to go for longer walks on
beaches or in the forests as well as for those
photographing birds and other wildlife.
Lens choices will depend on what you want
to photograph. Longer lenses (at least 200mm)
will be needed for photographing birds but
standard zooms will be fine for snapshots of
kangaroos and goannas, which are usually
accustomed to people.
Wider angles of view (24-28mm) will be
best for capturing beach scenes, although you
may need a longer lens for shots of distant
headlands, beaches and hilltop features.
If clouds are your ‘thing’, ultra-wide lenses will
give you the dramatic perspective you crave.

Shooting tips
It’s worth being on the beach for sunrise
and sunset simply to capture the colours.
Shooting raw files will enable you to adjust
the contrast, colour balance and saturation
when files are converted into editable formats
to make the scene match the vivid hues you
remember when the shot is printed.
Be aware of the potential for blown-out
highlights and blocked-up shadows on bright,
cloudless days and take precautions to
deal with them. Check the histogram and
adjust exposures to make as much of the
scene’s brightness range fit within the graph.
Shoot raw files and/or try out your camera’s
HDR settings. Many cameras provide dynamic
range adjustments in their shooting menus and
it’s worth trying them out – although you may
need to experiment with different settings to
obtain the result you want.
Don't be disappointed if the weather turns
against you; many places look better when it's
overcast or even raining because colours appear
more intense. Watch out for rainbows when the
sky begins to clear as they can really complement
a beach scene with a dark, stormy sky.

It’s easy to capture the soft light and glowing colours of the early morning if you’re down on the beach when the sun rises.
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Technology transition
in memory cards
MEMORY CARDS ARE CHANGING TO MEET THE INCREASING
NEED FOR DATA TRANSFER SPEED AND STORAGE CAPACITY.
Margaret Brown

T

he third decade of the 21st century
has seen the rise of a new type of
imaging professional, known as
a ‘content creator’, who produces digital
‘content’ in the form of images, video,
animation, audio, printed materials and
graphic design that can be published through
digital channels. These channels include cinema,
online (blogs, vlogs, podcasts, social media,
email), radio, TV, exhibitions, events and even
at times, printed media. The trick to success
involves creating compelling work that goes
‘viral’ by being widely shared.
Image and video recording plays a huge role
in creating compelling content and equipment
manufacturers have directed their efforts
towards creating recording devices that can
deliver high quality with high speeds and
maximum versatility. This is essential since
users are often required to produce content
that can be ‘re-purposed’ for widely different
media – from widescreen cinema to vlogs that
will be viewed on a smartphone.
Recording equipment and data storage play
an important role in every content creator’s
success. They can drive market developments
and determine the capabilities of the cameras
we buy and use.

New card formats

An increasing number of professional and enthusiast-level cameras are being used for both image and video
recording, often at professional levels, where high-speed, high-capacity memory cards are essential. (Source: Sony.)
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Until recently, existing Compact Flash (CF)
cards have been able to handle the speed
and storage capacities of professional DSLR
cameras, while Secure Digital (SD) cards have
been adequate in most other devices used for
recording both stills images and video clips.
But times are changing. Neither can meet

INSIDER

This illustration shows the relative sizes of
CFexpress Type A and Type B cards.(Source: Sony.)

the transfer speeds and storage capacities
required by the current crop of 4K-capable
interchangeable-lens cameras – especially
those pitched at professional users.
While a few recent cameras have been
launched with single media slots, it’s become
increasingly common for high-end cameras
to have dual slots with one slot each for the
new, faster cards. The first to appear was
CFast, which was launched in 2009 and has
the same physical body as CompactFlash.
It was followed by the Sony-developed XQD
cards, which have a different form factor from
any previous media, which meant cameras
required redesigned card slots.
Measuring 38.5 x 29.8 x 3.8 mm, XQD cards
initially offered read and write speeds up to
400 MB/s (megabytes per second) read and
350 MB/s write plus storage capacities over
2TB. But, although still available, XQD cards
have been supplanted by CFexpress cards.

CFexpress cards
In September 2016, the CompactFlash
Association announced CFexpress, the nextgeneration media standard, which used the
same 38.5 x 29.8 x 3.8 mm form factor as XQD
cards and had the same contact pins but were
much faster. Current CFexpress cards come in
three types, two of which are used in consumer
photographic and video equipment. Type A
cards measure 20 x 28 x 2.8 mm which is
similar in size to an SD card, but being thicker
are not compatible with standard SD card
slots. Manufactured by Sony and used in Sony
cameras, they have a theoretical upper speed
limit of 1GB/s but are currently only available in
two capacities: 80GB and 160GB.
CFexpress Type B cards measure 38.5 x 29.8
x 3.8 mm (the same as XQD cards) although

they aren’t necessarily compatible with XQD
card slots and readers. They are produced by
SanDisk, Lexar, ProGrade Digital and Delkin
Devices as well as Sony and come in capacities
from 64GB to 2TB. Speeds range from 450 MB/s
write and 1450 MB/s read to 1430 MB/s
write and 1730 MB/s read, with higher speeds
usually requiring greater storage capacities.
The third type is Type C, which at 54 x 74 x
4.8 mm is close in size to CompactFlash cards
but is only used in professional cinema cameras.
Readers should note that while CFexpress
Type B and XQD cards share many features,
CFExpress uses two PCI lanes of PCI Express
bus and doubles XQD’s throughput. In theory,
any device with an XQD slot should be able to
use CFexpress cards, although it may require a
firmware update and it probably won’t support
the maximum data transfer speed of the
equivalent CFexpress card.
Keep an eye out for the up-coming SD
Express cards, which have been touted by the
SD Association. Based upon the SD Express
8.0 specification, they are expected to support
data transfer speeds of up to 4 gigabytes per
second. Lexar looks like being the first company
to release the new cards, having announced
plans to introduce them in 2022.

How are you affected?
If you buy a new camera with a full frame
sensor – especially a high-end model – you’re
likely to find it supports one of the new card
types. In professional cameras, both card slots
will probably support the faster media, while
enthusiast-level cameras are likely to have one
slot for, say, CFexpress with the other for SD
(often UHS 3 or U3 speed class).
In a way, this ‘forces’ the transition to the
new cards whether the buyer wants it or not.
While that may not suit some photographers
because, regardless of format, the new cards
are much more expensive than existing SD or
older CF cards, it does make the latest cameras
capable of supporting professional-level video
recording and fast, high-capacity burst shooting.
Both are necessary for professional sports and
journalistic photographers.
Currently the lowest capacity for CFexpress
cards is 64GB and it’s likely this will remain
as the baseline. Most 64GB cards are priced
at around $300. The highest capacity is 2TB,
which may be difficult to find and will probably
cost more than $1500.

The need for speed
Driven by increasing demands for rich
video content, the latest mirrorless
cameras are pushing the boundaries
of both stills and video capture.
Although the ability to record 4K video
is virtually universal in cameras and
smartphones, only the top models in
most manufacturers’ range have been
designed for professional use.
The latest cameras sport higher bitrates,
more efficient compression, and a range
of picture profiles similar to professional
video cameras. They also include
professional display tools such as focus
peaking, zebras, waveform monitoring,
and time-coding to enable recorded
footage to be integrated with footage
captured on professional equipment.
The main issue that has to be
addressed is how to handle the huge
amounts of image and (to a much lesser
degree) audio data that constitutes a
video recording. Frame rates of 60 fps
(for NTSC systems) and 50 fps (for PAL)
are normally required for professional
work, which translates to a data
throughput of approximately half a
gigabyte of data every second.
The fastest, readily-available SD cards
have speeds of 300 MB/s, although new
UHS-III cards (which are not yet readily
available) can double that. Hence the
need for faster, higher-capacity cards.

Secure Digital (SD) cards have served
us well for more than 20 years, but even
the fastest of the readily-available cards
– shown on the right in this illustration –
are limited to 300 MB/second, which is
too slow for the latest cameras. Note the
V90 rating on the fastest card denoting
its suitability for video recording, although
this rating simply indicates a minimum
recording speed of 90MB/second.
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Minimising
paper wastage
TIPS TO HELP YOU SAVE MONEY WHEN
PRINTING YOUR IMAGES AT HOME.
Margaret Brown

P

rinting your own images is very rewarding,
which is why most serious photographers
buy a photo-capable inkjet printer as the
heart of their digital darkroom. It’s only when
they start making prints that the first issues
arise and, since inkjet photo paper is often
expensive, the costs mount up. This can be
very discouraging.
In this article we’ll outline some simple ways
to prevent paper wastage, starting with loading
media in your printer (which is where many
problems occur). We’ll also provide some tips to
help you make your prints as close as possible
to the images on your computer screen.

1. Paper loading
Not all inkjet printers are the same – even
if they come from the same manufacturer.
It’s important to understand the different feed
paths your printer has and what they’ve been
designed for as well as any restrictions the
manufacturer places on media types, weights
and thicknesses.
All printers have a main rear feed slot,
which is used for light and medium-weight
papers, ranging from plain office paper through
to 250-300 gsm (grams/square metre) papers
used for portfolios and books. Most printers
will limit the number of sheets you can load at
a time, with normal limits of 50-100 sheets for
office paper, 5-10 sheets for photo paper up to
A4 size and single sheets only for A3 and larger
photo papers.
Most A3 and larger photo printers provide
special feed paths dedicated to thick or
specialty papers, typically on the front or
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rear panel of the printer. Professional printers
may include rollers that allow roll papers (and
sometimes canvas) to be loaded, either built
into the printer or available as an optional
accessory. If you are unsure about your printer,
look up paper feed options in the user manual

‘It’s important to
understand the
different feed
paths your
printer has and
what they’ve been
designed for.’

This illustration shows the small gap between the
paper guide and the paper in the input feed slot..

(which you may have to download from the
Support pages on the manufacturer’s website).
The latest printers tend to feed paper
centrally and it’s important to load the paper
correctly. Don’t push the paper tray guides up
against the edge of the paper. It’s best to leave
a gap of a millimetre or two as this provides
some flexibility for the paper to move a little as
it is ‘grabbed’ by the feed rollers. Without that
flexibility the paper may become skewed and
jam the feed path.
It is vital to keep the feed chutes and rollers
clean and dust-free, especially if you do a lot of
printing and use double-sided papers or ‘fine
art’ papers with a cotton base. These papers
leave dust behind as they are run through
the printer and double-sided papers can also
deposit a layer of inkjet coating. Both can cause
feeding problems.
In addition, ink over-spray can build up on
the rollers below the print head. This produces
black streaks, usually on the back of the paper.

2. The platen gap
The platen gap is the space between the print
head and the paper as it passes through the
printer. Many dedicated photo printers come
with a software-based control that lets users
adjust the height of this gap, although it might
not be easy to identify. The screen grab on
page 52 shows the driver setting for the
Canon PIXMA PRO-200 printer.
This setting can be handy if you notice visible
lines on the image, scuff marks on the paper
surface or blotches of ink on the edges of the
paper – all of which can occur if the platen
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gap is too narrow. Note that only high-end
enthusiast-level and professional printers will
provide manual adjustments. For other photo
printers, you must trust the options available
will do the job.
Epson’s desktop printers normally provide
a Thick Paper or Envelope setting, although
they may not be easy to find. We’ve copied
screen grabs from three different drivers
and also the Epson Media Installer, which
is offered by Epson as optional software for
installation on page 53. This utility is handy
if you want to print on papers that aren’t
listed among the ‘canned profiles’ in the
printer driver. It lets you create and store up
to 30 custom paper settings and includes a
platen adjustment setting.

A high-end A2 printer like the Epson SureColor P960 will meet the needs of most serious photographers and
has the versatility professionals require with multiple paper loading paths.

3. Cleaning the feed mechanism
All printers have some way of pulling the
media through under the moving print head.
In most cases it involves rollers which grip
the paper and feed it through using friction.
Some printer drivers include roller cleaning
and bottom plate cleaning functions in their
driver software. If available, it can be found in
the Maintenance page. Since recently-released
printers use centre-feeding, cleaning can be
carried out with A4 or Letter sized sheets of
plain office paper.
If the printer doesn’t include these userselectable functions you can try soaking the
centre of a sheet of A4 paper with rubbing
alcohol, leaving all four edges completely
dry and running it through the printer two or
three times.

Enthusiast-level photo printers often provide three paper feed paths for different paper thicknesses and sizes.
This diagram from the user manual shows the three paths for the Epson SC-P700/P900 series of printers,
with most papers using the rear paper feeder (1) and thicker media using the front paper feeder (2). Rolls of
paper are loaded via a special feeder in the rear of the P700 models or an optional roll paper unit in the case
of the P900.
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Image review

Crabbing Lessons from Nanny
By Melissa Crisa
2nd winner Image Review 13
Nikon D750; Sigma 35mm lens

This image is a documentation of our first family
holiday in 2020 since my mother was diagnosed with
breast cancer. The pink shirt she is wearing is a strong
and powerful coincidence - it reflects the pink ribbon.
After her mastectomy, and when she felt strong
enough, we took a short trip to the Yorke Peninsula.
This image shows her teaching my husband and my
young son how to go crabbing, something that she
did a lot as a young girl.
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Don’s response
This is such a simple and beautiful image.
The story behind it gives us a deeper and richer
understanding of how the three subjects came
to be there, but even without that knowledge,
photographer Melissa Crisa’s perfectly balanced
tableau has a marvellous intensity.
It’s almost as though we’re seeing a solemn
moment from some strange and timeless gift
giving ritual.
Which, in a way we are. Lovely and powerful
at the same time.
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Bath Time
By Graeme O'Rourke
Canon 40D; EF 100-400mm f4.5-5.6L IS II USM lens
@ 188mm; f/5; 1/200s; ISO 100; Cir-polariser, tripod
and remote

Don’s response
Photographer Graeme O’Rourke has
created an arresting image from the most
commonplace elements. The dark background
and off-axis lighting combined with precise
focus on the subject allow the water flying off
this little fellow to deliver an attractive and
visually energetic result. Although the bird’s
head is still, the blur of its wings and the
trajectory paths of the drops give the picture
a strong sense of movement and action.
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